Welcome! 
Oh, the Humanities (OTH), formerly published by ACLS Humanities E-Book, is now being published and distributed by The Third Chapter Project, Inc.

What is OTH? 
A leading newsletter for news and conversations happening in the humanities, specifically engaging librarians and publishers in the humanities.

See your work in OTH! 
If you want to contribute a piece to OTH, please contact info@thirdchapter.org.

We are looking for pieces on: libraries and scholarly publishers and what COVID-19 means for them, scholarly publishing perspectives from around the globe, and any updates on new and exciting projects in the humanities you are working on.

Learn more: The Third Chapter Project, Inc.
The Third Chapter Project, Inc. is a 501 (c) (3) grant-funded non-profit with the goal of providing access to high quality humanities and social science content to under-served communities, initially focusing on Africa.

Read the Third Chapter 2020 Spring Update

Around the Web

COVID-19 Updates

ProQuest announces that coronavirus-impacted libraries will get unlimited access to Ebook Central holdings. Via ProQuest

Responding to the Coronavirus, Duke University Press Transforms into Virtual Business. Via Duke Today

Museums Included in Economic Relief Legislation. Via the American Alliance of Museums
Industry News

Tuskegee becomes African studies research destination with receipt of prestigious Pritchett Collection. Via Tuskegee University

Worldview launches study in Ghana. Via The Pie News

How to get your humanities research read & cited. Via University Affairs

ACLS Humanities E-Book Sold to University of Michigan (click to read press release)

Third Chapter Updates

Staff Updates

The Third Chapter Project, Inc., wants to welcome Kathleen Scholz-Jaffe (top) and Lala Pop to the Third Chapter team! Kathleen will be serving as Third Chapter’s Publisher Liaison Manager and Lala is chair of the African Studies Advisory Board. Learn more about them and the rest of the Third Chapter team at https://www.thirdchapter.org/about-us/.

Knowledge Unlatched (KU) recently partnered with Third Chapter’s Lee Walton on projects regarding KU in African and promoting open access works to researchers there.

Read the press release for more information!
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